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CRYSTAL MORP)DI)GY AND MECHANISMS OF GROWTH

OF ca-Fe 203 WHISKERS ON IRON

Richard L. Taliman and Earl A. Guw..ransen
Wbstinghouse Research Laboratories

Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15235

ABSTRACT

The morphology of Ce-Fe2 0 whiskers formed on iron at 400" to

500"C in dry oxygen wa. s+iAied. Diffraction patterns of individual

"• iskers and texture patterns of oxidized surfaces shoved the whisker axis

t- be [(110J . The axinl rotation indicated by the pattern is that

rosulting f'om an axmsl twist. This is good evideace that the most simple

oxide whiskers have a single axial screw dislocation. Arguments are

presented for the view that growth of the whisker occurs by diffusion of

iron atoms or ion through the dislocation and reac'ion with oxygen at

the tip.
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fIN~XJCTION

When iron is hee d in oxidizing atmospheres, localized oxide growths

form on the oxidized iron surface.1'20 The crystal habit of these oxide

i-Th• ard the extent of cw'i.r omvth depand upon many factors, including

temperature, time of reaction, internal or external stress, impurities in the

metal, pre-treatment of the metal, and the composition of the oxidizing

atmosphere.3

Oxide whiskers formed on pure annealed iron at 4000C to 5000C in dry

oxygen have diameters of about 150 A or more, leDvths up to 4 x 105 1, and

whisker densities on the surface up to 108/as2.3 Electron diffraction studies

show that the most simple whiskers are single crystals of a-Fe2 03

This paper will rresenT: (1) new selected area electron diffraction

studit7 on single iron oxide whiskers formed during the oxidation of iron in

dry oxygen, (2) morphological evidence for screw dislocations in oxide whiskers,

and (3) a growth mechanism for oxide whiskers on iron.

EXPERIMENTAL

A large file of carefully oxidized pure iron dires were available from

earlier studies.3 Before oxidizing, the iron wires had been carefully annealed

and cleaned. The iron wires were then oxidizea in dry and purified oxygen under

controlled temperature and time conditions.
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An RCA EMU-3D electrcn microscope with selected area diffraction was

used at 100 iV electron energy. The relative rotation of the selected area

electron diffraction pattern was determined by use of the selected area =masee

and the selected area diffraction patterns of asbestos fibers.

STRUCTURAL INFORMATION

A. a-Fe2 0 Crystal Structure

4
Pauling and Hendricks determined the crystal structure to be trigonal

or rhombohedral, space group R • C. This structure was confirmed by Blake et al. 5

in 1966. The latter authors give the following structural hexagonal dimensions:

a = 5.038 + 0.002 ý, c - 13.772 + 0.012 A, and c/a - 2.733 + 0.015. We have

calculated the corresponding structural rhumbohedral dimensions to be a - 5.469 AO

and a = 55"13.9'.

B. Unit Cells and Indices

?igure I shows top and front views and cLimensionm for tne unit cells

for a-Fe203 and its isomorpha. Four unit cells are in ccon-m use. The conventional

structural hexagonal and rhcmbohedral unit cells are shown at the left. Four

indices are used to describe a set of lattice planes in teruc of the hexagonal

cell. The conventional morphological rnombohedral unit cell is shown at the

right. The face-centered rhoebohedral F unit cell has an a value of twice that

for the conventional morphological rhcubohedral ur .t cell. This cell is shown

at the center. The rhombohedral F cell angle a is nearly 90'. It is this

relationship to the face-centered cubic cell which makes the rhcubohedral F cell
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convenient for indexing. Directions are nearly normal to lattice planes with

the urns indices. This cell is used in indexing all of our selected area

diffraction patterns, and is referred to wherever the unit cell is not identified.

Conventional structural hexagonal and rhombobedral indices will also be given.

R1MMUTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 2 shows a selected area electron diffraction pattern from an

iron oxide 'whisker measuring 1.5 microns in the selected area image. Indexing

was made using the rhcabohedral 7 unit cell. The orientation of the projection

of the axis of the whisker lies normal to the layer lines of the pattern shown

in Figure 2, 1.#!. in the [§20J direction. This whisker axis is [1120] and

(101] in the conventional 3tructlaral hexagonal and structural rhaubohedral

indices, respectiv~ely.

An analysi.s of tne diffraction spots in Figi~re 2 shows two nets, the

first !s' A' net rionsal to the [1ll] direction and the second is a net normal to

the _(110] direcui~o. The angles between rews of spots are within 1* of the

angleR between crs, of index points in the reciprocal lattice or aX-Fe 2O.. The

sections of whisker giving the tvo reciprocal lattice nats lie at 52.40 to one

another.

Both nets of Figure 2 include the origin, LO0, and 0~0. We conclude,

theýrefore, that the rotation axis' of the pattern is (L2( . The same conclusion

re-sults from the fact that the spots of each layer line are indexed by points

in a corresponding recir lat Lce net norzal to [ý20].
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Two additional oxide whiskers which have been studied satisfactorily

by selected area electron diffraction are of interest. In one, two new nets of

spots, normal to the [001) and [112] directions, respectively, were found. The

rotation axis of the oxide whisker was [_20). The whisker axis was proved to be

the rotation axis as follows: The whisker axis lies in a plane normal to the

pattern of the second oxide whisker different from the plene of the whisker h'-is

for th'p whisker giving the pattern shown in Figure 2. These two planes intersect

in the [220) rotation axis. If the whisker axis is the same in the two cases,

it is [ .

For the third indexed pattern, the same rotatic= axis was found, but

not close to 900 to the beam direction. Agein the projections of the whisker

and rotation axes coincide in the pattern. This is a more commn type of

diffraction pattern than that shown in Figure 2. Bent, kinked, and apparently

multiple whiskers introduce further ccmplications.

The three different selected area patterns which were indexed include

very weak extra anomalous dJiffraction spots on the layer lines. Scae of the

spots correspond in position in the pattern to the systematically absent

diffraction from planes of the form {ii1} , but most of the spots could not be

indexed. The anomalous spots were also found by Takagi. 2

Since the whisker axis and the rotation axi3 coincide ve ame Led to

hypothesize that the whisker is twisted. This is consistent ,lth the diffraction

patter..,s of individual whiskers, in that they show a limited rotatiom by incluing

liffraction represented by appropriately limited sectors of the reciprocal

lattice. Since no grain boundaries are ccmmonly revealed by d!ffraction contrast
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in the micrographs, any grain boundaries which may exist must be such that the

contrast is difficult to observe. The probability that a small number of

untwisted crystals might lie in the special orientations in the beam indicated

by the diffraction patterns of individual whiskers is negligible.

In adaition to eviderce in the selected area diffraction patterns of

individual whiskers, v-e find evidence of axial twist in the electron diffraction

patterns of whiskers growing from a surface. These patterns contain long,

straight streaks which include elongated spots on arcs of several rings of the

pattern between 400 and 40o, (0204 and 1232 in str...ctur.al hexagonal indices".

The aiglos of thn streaks on the pattern and the positions of the

spots on the streaks show that each streak is the second layer line for limited

rotation about the whisker axis. That is, the streaks correspond to di-ffract-i,:ion

represented by the plane of the reciprocal lattice normai to the whisker axis,

[720], and passing throuwn e2G (or 270). The rotation of the cLrystal about

[120] is evidencdi further by the continuity of the streaks, as follows. the

intensity between the spots results from integratio over ,the Sec Of e

reciprocal lattice plane by rotation througI the refiecting sphereŽ

AxAL.' 4 wý ýs: 1 A'ý -N

The axial wist a can be caIcuIa1ed r .... an e;uation a ven I- v

.... e I = Y b"A. bere L is the length _ '-.e Burgers vetor-A, iAs i

co ss section area, and K is a consant.. whi ep.nds on th-e s.-pe c:f :he

crc.ss section. K I for an eipitical .crre ecion with cenr

4islocaticn. if we approximate the cross sectional area A with -.;e area

of a circl e of the whis.er image rIameter, we cn ca....ate the. i ÷s
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and compare this with the obLr.-ved twist. The f .ill leuLhi of whis8Ler in Ui

selected area image for the pattern of Figure 2 was 1.5 ±. T•he diameter,

including contamination, was about 500 A Assuming the smallest Burgers vector,

i.e. the minimum repeat distance along the whisker axis, 5.03 A, the aisal. twist

is calculated to be 41" per micron. Th'ý sections of whisker giving the two

reciprocal lattice nets of Figure 2 are at 32.4" to one another by rotation

about the whisker axis. If at most these two sections lie at the ends of the

1.5 " whisker section, the axial twist is no% lei&5 than 22" per micron; thus

the 5.03 ; Burgers vector is likely.

There are many reasons for a discrepancy betveeu the calculated and

observed axial twist. (1) Both the cross section and the axial twist were

difficult to determine, (2) the elastic anisotropy of a-Fe2 0 3 may be important

and should be included in the theory, (3) the dislocation itrain Way have a

planar character which would alter the stiain distribution near the core,

(4) the discrete atomic structure and the decreased stress at high strain near

the dislocation may result in P smaller twist than that calculated by the simple

formula of Eshelby, and (5) 3urface stresses may decrease the axial twist.

COMPARISON WITH PREVIOUS MOROLOGICAL ST[JDIES

Miyake' reporte in 1937 a preferred orientation in the electron

diffraction pattern of CI--Fe 0 formed on an oxidized iron specimen. He stated

that the (101) st"uctural rhuabohedral plane was parallel to the surface.

Apparently, lack of knowledge of the exietence of oxide whiskers precluded a

compLete interpretation. The (iC0) structural rkcabohedrai plane given by

Miyake is normal to the whisker a&,is we have letermintA,.
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Taksgi determined the growth axis of localized a-Fe2 0 3groths using

diffraction patterms oi individual growths. That Takagi's work prececeed the

general recognition of axial twist apparently explains his failure to recognize

the rotation pattern. Takari oxidized pure iron in flowing dry oxygen, but not

ao dry as t•o ;evw.a the femiation of oxide platelets. He observed that whiskers

and soi•tAms wal!er blades grew from broken oases of blades. This and other

observations suggested that grmwth is from the top. Takagi postulated a screw

dislncction mechanisa t he localized growths. He considered surface diffusion

-0 provide the transfer of metal.

Bigot and Talbot and Bigot- failed to correctly analyze their selected

area electron diffraction patterns of a-Fe203 whiskers and platelets. They give

ao indexing for their whisker rotation patterns. Instead they determine the

wbisker ayis on the basis that the most intense spots are aligned parallel to

the smallest dimension of the crystal. They give incorrectly the structural

hexagonil •iirection £1010) as the whisker axis without supporting data. The

most intenae erc in the fiber texture pattern for whiskers on an oxidi.-d iron

surface is at 90' to the surface in the 10•0 ring. This results from the

preferred orientation of the (1126) planes, which are normal to the [11201 whisker

axis. Thus, the most intense arc is on a normal to the 1i0101 directioni, but

this is not the whisker axis.
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THE TRANSPORT MECHANISMS OF WHISKER GROWTH

Three mechanisms have been put forward for the growth of oxide

whiskers: (1) surface diffusion to the tip of the whisker, (2) extrusion from

the oxide, and (3) growth by internal diffusion in a hole or screw dislocation.

The possibility that r-Fe2O3 whiskers result from somL extrusion

process seems u"likely because the growths are sco uniform and are apparently of

high crystalline perfection.

It is also unlikely that a-Fe2 03 whiskers could grow by a surface

transport mechanism as suggested by Tskagi 2 from a surface with competing

c-Fe2 03 surface growth mechanisms. The hypothesis of a surface growth mechanism

would require that other growth mechanisms or the existence of c.-Fe2 03 crystals

growing by only mechanisms other thn the mechanism of whisker tip growth be

very limited. The existence of species and mechanisms for surface transport of

iron sufficient to produce the rapid growth rates and the extreme lengths of

the a-Fe203 whiskers is not known and is unlikely because of the stability of

the Fe 304 from which the iron would be transported. Furthermore, the nucleation

of a-re 20 on Fe304 is a cammon phenoanenon and involves only a change from cubic

close-packing to a distortmd hexagonal close-packing of oxygen in the a-Fe2 03

lattice together vith a change in the iron positions. One cannot readily propose

that the driving fcr:.• for rapid diffusion to tie 0-Fe203 0 hisker tips can be

provided by high concentrations of iron species mobile on the Fe 3 surfact..

Gulbransen 1 has proposed a model for the growth of oxide whisker

assuming the whiskers are hollow or contain a screw dislocation at the center.

S The essential feature of this model is that this internal defect allows rapid
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diffusion of iron to occur cuspared to normal lattice diffusion. The

morphological qtudies presented demonstrate that oxide whiskers are single

CAyt.tals of hLgh crysLailine perfection and show axial twist. The latter property

is strong evidence for a screw dislocation at the center of the whisker.

Figure 3 shows a model for the whisker growth on iron. The whisker

contains an internal hole or screw dislocation where grain bound"ry or internal

surface diffusion of iron occurs along a gradient in chemical potential.

Most of the growth occurs by reaction with oxygen atoms or ions at the

tip of the whisker. Since the diameter is nearly uniform during growth it follows

that cationic mobility is much smaller in the lattice than along the dislocation.

Good measurements of the growth rates of oxide whiskers are not yet

available. Pease and Ploc12 have observed initial growth rates at 5D)*C of

over 0.2 g/min., an average rate rver 4ive minutes. Takagi2 observed grov-th

rates up to 2 4/min. at 700*C in the first minute. Whether the growth observed

in these cases should be %Iassified as whiskers or platelets cannot be determined

from the information given.

The structures of the sections where the cation diffusion rate is

high cannot be given at this time. It may be that information on these structures

is contained in the anomalous diffraction. The structure in the immediate

vicinity of tue screw dislocation must show ions either displaced by the strain

into some distortion of tho a-Fe2 0 structure, or otherwise positioned, possibly

in some disordered structure. In either type of structure, diffusion coefficients

would be !xpected to be different from those in the much less distorted
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structure of more than half of the cross section of the whisker. This outer

region probably exhibits the bulk or lattice ionic diffusion coefficients.

This work was accomplished with the support of the Office of Naval

Research under Contract No. Nonr-4949(OO).
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FIGURES AND FIGUBE CAPTIONS

Figure I - a-Fe 0 Unit Cells. Dwg. 747A966
2 3

Figure 2 - Selected area electron diffraction. a-Fe2 05 0I 55096

whisker. 1.5 p long, 10"15 g. Indexed with a

face-centered rhombohedron, a = 85.7*. Nets

normal to [111 and 1i10] included.

Figure 3 Model of whisker growth during oxidation of Dwg. 294B898

iron, 400*C, dry 02.
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